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Abstract
Modeling social media users is the core of social governance in the digital society. Existing works have incorporated
different digital traces to better learn the representations of social media users, including text information encoded
by pre-trained language models and social network information encoded by graph models. However, limited by
overloaded text information and hard-to-collect social network information, they cannot utilize global text information
and cannot be generalized without social relationships. In this paper, we propose a Pre-training Architecture for
Social Media User Modeling based on Text Graph (PASUM). We aggregate all microblogs to represent social media
users based on the text graph model and learn the mapping from microblogs to user representation. We further
design inter-user and intra-user contrastive learning tasks to inject general structural information into the mapping. In
different scenarios, we can represent users based on text, even without social network information. Experimental
results on various downstream tasks demonstrate the effectiveness and superiority of our framework.

Keywords: social media user modeling, text graph, pre-training

1. Introduction

As the main participants of social media platforms,
users create a substantial volume of digital foot-
prints every day. Understanding and utilizing user-
generated content contribute to the prosperity of
social platforms and the provision of a better user
experience. Social media user modeling aims to
learn user representations and apply them to vari-
ous downstream tasks, ranging from basic demo-
graphic characteristics profiling tasks such as gen-
der prediction (Li et al., 2016) and age classifica-
tion (Marquardt et al., 2014), to more advanced ap-
plications like personality analysis (Yamada et al.,
2019), depression detection (Orabi et al., 2018),
and recommender systems (Qi et al., 2021).

Massive studies have successfully conducted
abundant exploration on various social platforms
such as Twitter (Barberá, 2015; Mou et al., 2021),
Weibo (Yu et al., 2016), and Reddit (Hamilton et al.,
2017), where enormous users publish massive
statements and form social networks with others.
We primarily focus our attention on Sina Weibo1,
one of the largest social media platforms in China.
Figure 1 illustrates an example of social media ecol-

†Corresponding author
*Equal contribution

1https://weibo.com/

Figure 1: An example of a social media network on
Sina Weibo. Users can post comments and form
social networks with others. What they say and
the social networks they are on reflect the personal
characteristics of users.

ogy on Sina Weibo. We can observe that (1) Users
can post thousands of microblogs, within which lan-
guages can distinguish different traits of users. For
example, males and females have unique linguis-
tic habits like word choice and punctuation usage;
(2) Social network also reflects the clustering of
users of different attributes, as users of different

https://weibo.com/
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interests form different sub-groups; (3) Users are
multi-faceted on social networks, i.e., the same user
can play various roles in different communities. To
effectively and efficiently incorporate these findings
into the modeling of social media users, we need
to answer two questions: Q1: How do we rep-
resent single users through their languages?
Q2: How do we inject the social information
between users into these representations?

To answer Q1, we first notice the widespread
application of pre-trained language models
(PLMs) (Kenton and Toutanova, 2019; Nguyen
et al., 2020), which have achieved excellent
performance in many language modeling tasks
and demonstrated a strong ability for generaliza-
tion. However, their application in social media
user modeling poses a challenge: the historical
statements of users often exceed the input length
limit of PLMs. Although this issue has been
alleviated through truncation or sliding window
techniques (Liu et al., 2022), these methods result
in information loss and computational inefficiency.
This motivates us to design more flexible and
lighter components, e.g., text graphs, to aggregate
user statements and learn their representations.

To answer Q2, we find that previous research
mainly employs a fusion of separate encoders for
texts and graphs respectively. Represented by rela-
tions established through following (Barberá, 2015),
retweeting and mentioning behaviors (Rahimi et al.,
2018; Sawhney et al., 2021), common social re-
lations have been encoded by graph models like
GCN (Kipf and Welling, 2016) and its variants, to
gain deeper contextual insights into users. Despite
reporting positive results, these methods exhibit
certain limitations in generalization: they model the
structural information in an explicit manner, thus
becoming impractical when transferred to different
tasks or datasets if networks are changed or absent.
Therefore, we propose to integrate social network
information within a pre-training architecture to ad-
dress these challenges.

In this paper, we introduce a novel Pre-training
Architecture for Social Media User Modeling based
on Text Graph(PASUM). Our approach begins by
employing a text graph model to represent users,
enabling the extraction of comprehensive global
text information. Building upon the social network
framework, we further design inter-user and intra-
user contrastive learning tasks to effectively lever-
age the underlying structural information. Finally,
we fine-tune the model to downstream tasks using
the corresponding supervised objectives.

The main contributions are three-fold:

• To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to
use an inductive text graph model to represent
social media users. Benefiting from this de-
sign, we can alleviate the issue of input length

constraints and model any new users without
reconstructing a huge graph.

• We present a novel pre-training architecture
for social media user modeling. We represent
users through their microblogs while injecting
social relations between users into the param-
eters of the user encoder via our inter-user and
intra-user contrastive learning tasks.

• Our methods can be easily transferred to vari-
ous downstream tasks. We conduct compre-
hensive experiments and in-depth analysis on
social media profiling tasks. The experimen-
tal results demonstrate the effectiveness and
efficiency of our method.

2. Social Media User Modeling based
on Text Graph

The overall framework proposed is shown in Fig-
ure 2. To fully utilize the text information, we repre-
sent each user as a text graph consisting of words
and characters and initialize node representations
with pre-trained word vectors. On top of each graph,
Graph Isomorphism Network (Xu et al., 2018) is
applied to update node representations. After that,
the graph representation serves as the user rep-
resentation through an aggregation of node repre-
sentations. On the basis of this representation, we
design multi-level self-supervised tasks to integrate
the general social network structure information.

2.1. Modeling User as A Text Graph
To address the challenge posed by the vast amount
of microblogs published by social media users, our
approach focuses on maximizing the utilization of
historical microblogs without incurring excessive
time and computational costs. Instead of encoding
each sentence by pre-trained language models, we
employ a more efficient strategy. Specifically, we
split all sentences and construct a text graph, which
allows us to comprehensively capture the content
and relationships within the user’s microblogs. We
will introduce how to obtain the graph in this section.

Selection of Digital Traces Since the habit of
word selection can reflect different user character-
istics, we regard the words and characters as the
carriers of digital traces, serving as the basic unit
for our modeling approach. To filter noise, we clean
the microblogs by the regular expression and use
Jieba2, a Chinese text segmentation tool, as the
tokenizer for the collected microblogs. By filtering
out tokens occurring less than 1,000 times, we es-
tablish a vocabulary for our subsequent analysis.

2https://github.com/fxsjy/jieba

https://github.com/fxsjy/jieba
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Figure 2: The proposed framework architecture. We first construct text graphs to represent each user. On
top of it, we propose two contrastive learning tasks to inject structural information into the graph encoder.

Constrution of the Global View Considering
that the co-occurrence of different words can pro-
vide us with more detailed insights into a user’s ex-
pression habits, we further use a fixed-size sliding
window (Yao et al., 2019) on one’s blogs to gather
the co-occurrence statistics and employ positive
point-wise mutual information(PMI) to link the word
nodes. In this case, the adjacency matrix of words
can be expressed as:

Aij =

{
1, PMI(i, j) > 0
0, otherwise

(1)

where Aij is the weight of edge between word i and
word j. The PMI is a measure for word associations
and the value of a word pair i, j is computed as

PMI (i, j) = log
pi,j
pipj

= log
Ni,jN

NiNj
(2)

where Ni, Nj and Ni,j are the number of sliding
windows in one’s microblogs that contain word i,
word j and both i, j. N is the total number of sliding
windows in one’s microblogs.

Initialization of the Text Graph Effective initial-
ization plays a crucial role in accelerating and im-
proving the convergence of word nodes. Therefore,
we use Chinese word embeddings released by Li
et al. (2018), which are trained using the Skip-Gram
with Negative Sampling method(SGNS) (Mikolov
et al., 2013) on the Sina Weibo corpus, to initialize
the node representations in the text graph. And for
tokens out of the SGNS vocabulary, we initialize
them randomly.

2.2. Aggregating Digital Traces using A
Graph Encoder

After constructing the text graph to represent users,
we employ a graph encoder to update and aggre-
gate the digital traces. Previous work (Yao et al.,

2019) simulates the relationship between all the
documents and words, by constructing a whole
graph. Nevertheless, this transductive method
needs the structure of samples of the test sets dur-
ing training and needs to rebuild the whole graph
when a new user appears. Therefore, we pro-
pose a more flexible solution based on an inductive
graph model. Specifically, we use Graph Isomor-
phism Network (GIN) as the encoder to update
nodes representations based on the context and
obtain the user representation. In the propagation
phase, word nodes send messages to their neigh-
bors, each word node sums up messages from its
neighbors and updates its representation using an
MLP model while in the aggregation phase. The
update rule of the k-th layer GINs is:

hk
v = MLP k

(
1 + ϵk

)
· hk−1

v +
∑

u∈N (v)

hk−1
u


(3)

where hk
v is the hidden representation of word node

v in the k-th layer, ϵk is a learnable parameter, and
MLP is a multi-layer perceptron with non-linearity.
To obtain the user representation, the word node
features of the last layer are averaged as the graph-
level representation.

HG = Mean
({

hk
v | v ∈ G

})
(4)

We apply 2-layer GINs to capture 2nd-order rela-
tions between word nodes empirically. After the
graph readout, we get the representation of a sin-
gle user, denoted as HG.

2.3. Multi-level Pre-training for Social
Media User Modeling

To inject general knowledge of social networks
into the graph encoder through pre-training, we
construct multi-level self-supervised learning tasks
based on social network structural information.
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Inter-user Contrastive Learning Following re-
lationships on online social networks can reflect
the homogeneity of users (Barberá, 2015), which
means users may share similar interests or pursue
similar areas if there is a following relationship be-
tween them. Recognizing this, we first adopt this
direct and obvious structural information to distin-
guish users. Concretely, for each anchor user, we
take the relational users as positive samples while
regarding other irrelevant ones as negative sam-
ples. Based on the triplets constructed in this way,
the contrastive objective is formulated as follows:

Linter =
∑

t∈Tinter

[∥ta − tp∥2 − ∥ta − tn∥2 + δinter]+

(5)
where Tinter is the set of user triplets formed by
the following relationship, ta, tp and tn are user
representations, i.e., HG in Equation 4 encoded by
text graph of anchor, positive and negative sample
in triplet t respectively. δinter is a hyperparameter
and [·]+ is max(0, ·).

Intra-user Contrastive Learning The triplet con-
structed based on the following connections reflects
the relationships between users, but it utilizes the
network structure information statically, treating all
connections uniformly. This ignores the fact in so-
ciolinguistics that a person may be involved in mul-
tiple communities, and play a different role in each
community, as shown in Figure 1. To characterize
users from multiple perspectives, we propose an
intra-user contrastive learning task. Specifically,
we divide each user’s social network into multiple
communities according to the domain tag informa-
tion, which is voluntarily provided by users. For
each user, we sample subgraphs from different
communities to form the user’s portraits in different
dimensions. In this way, we regard the sampled
subgraphs from the same community as the an-
chor and positive samples, while those from differ-
ent communities are treated as negative samples.
Based on the triplets constructed in the above way,
the contrastive objective is formulated as follows:

Lintra =
∑

t∈Tintra

[∥ta − tp∥2 − ∥ta − tn∥2 + δintra]+

(6)
where Tintra is the set of user subgraph triplets, ta,
tp and tn are subgraph representations of anchor,
positive and negative sample in triplet t. δintra
is a hyperparameter and [·]+ is max(0, ·). After
getting the representation of each user by text
graph model, the subgraph representation can be
obtained by an aggregate function.

HS = AGGREGATE ({HG | G ∈ S}) (7)
where HG is the representation of users, S denotes
the subgraph sampled in a community. The aggre-

gate function can be MEAN, SUM, MAX, etc.

Overall Pre-training To facilitate the model to
understand the social relationship between users
and the diversity of users in different communities,
we simultaneously perform inter-user and intra-user
contrastive learning to inject more comprehensive
and general structure information into the graph
encoder. The optimization objective is as follows:

Ltotal = α ∗ Linter + (1− α) ∗ Lintra (8)

where α is hyperparameters.

3. Experiment Setup

To validate the effectiveness of our pre-training ar-
chitecture, we conduct a comprehensive evaluation
on a range of user profile tasks and compare our
method with other baselines. In this section, we
will showcase the experiment setup in detail.

3.1. Pre-training Datasets

Our primary experimental platform is Sina Weibo.
To balance the quantity and quality of user-
generated content and social network relationships,
we gather data from users with a minimum of
10,000 followers. We collect all their post data
up until 2018. Overall, this dataset encompasses
103,892 users, 5,832,279 connections between
users, and 20,194,111 microblogs covering various
fields. Leveraging this rich dataset, we meticulously
construct the training triplets as follows:

Inter-user data We get positive samples from
each user’s following and follow lists, and randomly
sample users who have no relationship as negative
samples. In this way, we obtained 5,692,953 pairs
of node-level triples as pre-training data.

Intra-user data Based on user self-reported tags,
we manually divide six categories of fields, namely
sports, age, life, beauty, military affairs and enter-
tainment. Then, we acquire relevant users through
keyword matching. Examples of user tags and the
selected keywords are introduced in Appendix A.1
and Appendix A.2. The same user constitutes mul-
tiple social network graphs in different domains,
from which we sample subgraphs in each social
network. Subgraphs from the same user in the
same domain are regarded as positive samples,
and those from different domains are regarded as
negative samples. In this way, we obtain 1,000,000
pairs of subgraph-level triples as pre-training data.
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3.2. Implementation Details
PASUM is based on a two-layer graph isomorphic
network, where we initialize the parameters ran-
domly. In the pre-training stage, we use both inter-
user data and intra-user data to train the model.
After removing tokens with low frequency, we get a
vocabulary with a size of 38,698. For the sake of
training efficiency, we reserve 500 nodes for each
user text graph according to the degree information
of word nodes. When sampling user subgraphs in
different communities, we collect 2-hop neighbors
for each user, from which we sample three 1-hop
neighbors for each user, and three 2-hop neighbors
for each 1-hop neighbor to form subgraphs for train-
ing. We evaluate the model on the validation set
every 5,000 training steps and keep the best check-
point. The pre-training procedure takes about 50
hours on 4 GeForce RTX 3090Ti. More details and
hyper-parameters can be found in Appendix A.3

3.3. Baseline Models
We compare PASUM with the following baseline
models. On top of TextGCN, PLMs and PASUM,
we add a fully-connected neural network and use
the user representations for classification.

Naive User Profile Methods

• Majority: Chooses the category of majority.

• Random: Randomly predicts the class label.

• BoW+SVM: We segment words based on the
self-constructed vocabulary, initialize the rep-
resentation using SGNS word vectors, and
average them as the input for the SVM model.

• BoW+MLP: Similar to BoW+SVM, where the
SVM model is replaced by a two-layer MLP.

Graph Models

• TextGCN: Proposed by Yao et al. (2019),
where all user and text nodes are constructed
into a large graph for transductive learning.

• TextGCN*: The variant model of TextGCN,
where we also include the social network rela-
tionships between users.

• GIN: An inductive graph model (Xu et al.,
2018), which is often used as a base model
for graph pre-training (Hu et al., 2020a).

• GIN-GNN: We use attribute prediction and
masked link prediction tasks designed in GPT-
GNN (Hu et al., 2020b) to pre-train GIN to
encode user representations.

Dataset #Users #Train #Dev #Test #Class
Gender 4,267 3,573 447 447 2
Age 4,267 3,573 447 447 3
Education 13,004 10,403 1,300 1,301 4
Occupation 4,990 3,992 499 499 5
Depression 20,000 16,000 2,000 2,000 2
SuperTopic 4,020 3,216 402 402 4

Table 1: Statistics of downstream datasets.

Pre-trained Language Models

• BERT: Use BERT (Kenton and Toutanova,
2019) to encode the orginal microblogs. We
concatenate statements and truncate to a
length of 512 for each user and use the sen-
tence embedding as the user representation.

• BERT-seq: To validate the effectiveness of the
text graph, we arrange the word nodes on the
graph based on their degrees and select words
with the highest values to form a sequence to
encode user representation.

• ERNIE: Use ERNIE3.0(Sun et al., 2021) to
encode the microblogs. Pre-training corpus of
ERNIE contains content generated on some
online social platforms, e.g., Baidu Tieba.

• ERNIE-seq: Similar to BERT-seq, where the
backbone is replaced with ERNIE.

• BERT-contra3: Use BERT pre-trained on the
inter-user contrastive learning data as the back-
bone to encode the sentences.

• BERT-seq-contra: Similar to BERT-seq, where
the encoder is replaced with BERT-contra.

Large Language Models We include large lan-
guage models (LLMs) for zero-shot experiments.

• Chinese-LLaMA: Chinese-LLaMA-7B (Cui
et al., 2023) continue training on LLaMA (Tou-
vron et al., 2023) using Chinese corpus.

• Baichuan2: Baichuan2-7B (Baichuan, 2023),
a powerful Chinese LLM that has achieved
competitive performance in authoritative Chi-
nese and English benchmarks.

3.4. Downstream Tasks and Datasets
We evaluate the models across various tasks. The
description of the datasets is provided in Table 1.
We split all datasets with the ratio of 8:1:1, the
keywords used to retrieve users are reported in
Appendix A.2.

3Since each sample in the intra-user dataset involves
more users, using BERT as encoder will lead to OOM.
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Method Average Gender Age Education Occupation Depression SuperTopic
Acc F1 Acc F1 Acc F1 Acc F1 Acc F1 Acc F1 Acc F1

Majority 45.06 22.21 76.96 43.49 56.82 24.16 33.43 13.08 21.44 7.06 50.83 33.70 30.85 11.79
Random 33.84 32.63 49.52 45.67 33.01 30.59 25.11 24.57 20.09 20.04 50.24 50.22 25.04 24.68
BoW+SVM 66.75 55.83 77.58 52.74 56.47 28.42 51.42 42.95) 52.34 53.22 93.70 93.67 68.96 63.98
BoW+MLP 70.64 66.66 80.85 75.20 55.84 41.58 50.42 46.01 53.15 53.94 95.23 95.22 88.36 88.03
TextGCN - - 84.70 75.92 56.47 41.75 OOM OOM 57.96 58.32 93.11 93.08 91.49 91.37
TextGCN* - - 85.15 76.67 56.51 42.07 OOM OOM 58.28 58.63 - - - -
GIN 71.41 67.90 81.70 75.30 54.32 44.83 52.33 46.96 56.27 56.83 95.13 95.12 88.71 88.35
GIN-GNN 71.59 68.01 83.04 76.17 53.42 43.98 51.99 46.58 55.39 55.81 94.93 94.92 90.75 90.58
BERT 68.61 64.40 80.58 70.81 50.96 40.11 51.27 46.10 53.39 53.91 93.58 93.56 81.89 81.91
BERT-seq 71.15 67.39 81.61 74.07 53.47 43.09 52.42 47.74 55.91 56.27 94.39 94.37 89.10 88.80
ERNIE 69.34 64.46 79.98 72.22 55.03 37.59 51.94 46.80 53.43 54.42 94.55 94.54 81.09 81.16
ERNIE-seq 71.67 67.11 80.43 73.38 55.76 40.21 53.19 47.85 56.31 57.19 94.46 94.45 89.85 89.58
BERT-contra 69.58 65.49 80.13 71.72 51.50 39.78 53.07 48.35 57.80 58.19 93.66 93.64 81.29 81.28
BERT-seq-contra 71.81 67.65 82.01 74.35 54.81 42.17 53.42 48.57 57.47 58.02 93.97 93.96 89.15 88.81
PASUM 72.85 69.08 85.19 79.10 56.15 45.18 52.90 47.26 57.84 58.20 95.32 95.31 89.70 89.45

Table 2: Accuracy and Macro F1 scores on different evaluation tasks (average of 5 runs). The ’-’ in
TextGCN* indicates that there is no social network information between users. ’OOM’ means that the
TextGCN and TextGCN* models are out-of-memory on the education classification task.

Gender/Age Prediction These datasets are from
the SMP2016 competition 4, containing the gender
and age information of 4,267 users.

Occupation Classification This dataset is
sourced from users in the pre-training data. No-
tably, this label was not utilized during pre-training,
ensuring no label leakage exists. Based on
professions provided by users, the occupation
industry of users can be divided into five categories.
Using hand-crafted keywords to match users with
occupations, we curate a dataset of 4,990 users.

Education Classification This dataset is also de-
rived from the users in the pre-training data. Based
on the college information provided by the users,
we divide the majors into four categories. Similarly,
we use meticulous keywords to retrieve users with
related majors and get access to 13,004 users.

Super Topic Prediction Super Topic is a kind
of community on Sina Weibo, where users of the
same interest gather together for intensive discus-
sion. We collect participants of Super Topic com-
munities of games, entertainment, education and
sports, and crawl the users’ microblogs. Finally, we
get a dataset of 4,020 users.

Depression Detection The dataset originates
from Wang et al. (2020). As the divided dataset
is not available, we randomly sample 10,000 de-
pressed users and 10,000 normal users, with refer-
ence to the method described in the paper.

4https://www.biendata.xyz/competition/
smpcup2016/

4. Experiment Results

4.1. Main Results
We conduct fine-tuning experiments on the above
datasets, and the main results are shown in Table 2.

Effectiveness of user encoder Overall, PASUM
achieves the best performance on most of the
tasks and achieves the best average performance.
In comparison to Bow-based methods and PLMs,
both TextGCN and PASUM perform better, demon-
strating the effectiveness of the text graph as a
user encoder. Upon closer comparison between
PASUM and TextGCN, we observe that our method
is more versatile across different tasks, mainly ben-
efiting from our inductive design and pre-training
architecture that improves generalizability. No-
tably, when the social network is too large or ab-
sent, i.e., in education prediction, depression de-
tection and SuperTopic prediction tasks, TextGCN
and TextGCN* become inapplicable while PASUM
can still produce reasonable results, demonstrating
the flexibility of our model architecture. Further-
more, we can find that BERT-seq, ERNIE-seq and
BERT-seq-contra are more competitive than BERT,
ERNIE and BERT-contra respectively, indicating
the informativeness of the word nodes selected by
our method. Utilizing these information carriers
through a graph, as opposed to modeling them as
a sequence in BERT and ERNIE, PASUM can fur-
ther enhance the classification results. We attribute
this to better initialization of relationships between
words through our global view and the fact that
the strength of BERT and ERNIE lies in process-
ing natural language sentences, rather than these
processed word sequences.

Effectiveness of pre-training tasks After pre-
training, PASUM demonstrated superior perfor-

https://www.biendata.xyz/competition/smpcup2016/
https://www.biendata.xyz/competition/smpcup2016/
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Method Average Gender Age Education Occupation Depression SuperTopic
Acc F1 Acc F1 Acc F1 Acc F1 Acc F1 Acc F1 Acc F1

PASUM 48.79 38.89 76.51 49.11 47.20 34.67 32.90 28.20 25.65 19.54 69.68 69.59 40.80 32.22
Baichuan2-seq 46.61 37.40 76.69 43.49 29.53 20.38 20.22 14.60 39.08 34.33 69.83 68.82 44.28 42.80
Chinese-LLaMA-seq 44.25 25.27 74.05 47.12 56.82 24.19 35.90 15.32 21.24 7.78 58.08 49.06 19.40 8.13
Baichuan2-sen 42.66 34.14 76.29 45.90 22.60 21.35 16.37 7.71 30.46 23.27 63.48 60.06 46.77 46.52
Chinese-LLaMA-sen 35.78 32.12 57.72 52.19 41.61 35.31 22.21 21.17 20.04 15.44 50.23 47.88 22.89 20.74

Table 3: Results of LLMs and PASUM in zero-shot scenarios. For full comparison, we use two settings
and reconstruct the data in the form of multiple-choice questions.

Method Average Gender Age Education Occupation Depression SuperTopic
Acc F1 Acc F1 Acc F1 Acc F1 Acc F1 Acc F1 Acc F1

PASUM 72.85 69.08 85.19 79.10 56.15 45.18 52.90 47.26 57.84 58.20 95.32 95.31 89.70 89.45
w/o intra 71.59 68.40 81.83 76.42 54.45 46.08 52.33 46.91 56.71 57.09 95.08 95.07 89.15 88.83
w/o inter 71.75 67.97 82.46 77.04 55.30 43.53 52.30 46.60 56.51 56.92 94.99 94.98 88.96 88.72

Table 4: Results of ablation studies(average of 5 runs). We report Accuracy and Macro-F1 scores.

mance compared to the original GIN and TextGCN
across nearly all the tasks. This highlights the ef-
fectiveness of learning comprehensive structural in-
formation through self-supervised tasks during the
pre-training process, even though we do not explic-
itly introduce structural signals through additional
graph modules as previous work did. Comparing
the original GIN to PASUM, we find that our PASUM
most benefits gender prediction, occupation classi-
fication and Super Topic prediction, where generic
social network information is quite critical for recog-
nizing these attributes. Also, our advantage over
the base model GIN is more pronounced than the
advantage of TextGCN* over TextGCN, indicating
that our utilization of social information through the
pre-training is more effective. Moreover, PASUM
outperforms GIN-GNN, revealing the strength of
our proposed inter-user and intra-user contrastive
learning tasks. Meanwhile, our methods are also
effective on different user encoders. This is evident
from the enhanced performance of BERT-contra in
comparison to vanilla BERT.

4.2. Zero-shot Classification
We conduct zero-shot experiments on several
LLMs and PASUM for comparison. Table 3
presents the zero-shot classification results. We
use two settings for full comparison: (1) seq: To
ensure fair comparison, we sort the word nodes on
the text graph by their degree and use 500 words
with the highest values to form a sequence. (2)
sen: Due to the limitation of context, we concate-
nate statements and truncate to a length of 4000
for each user. Then, we prompt the LLMs to an-
swer their attributes based on the given sequence
or sentences accompanied by provided options.

Comparing PASUM with seq models, we can find
that LLMs do not exhibit significant advantages,
while PASUM still achieves competitive results on
several tasks like depression detection. This might

be because these LLMs have not been trained to
deal with word sequences different from natural
sentences. Once we replace the word sequence
with sampled microblogs, some tasks, such as gen-
der classification and SuperTopic classification wit-
ness obvious improvement. However, this has es-
sentially reached these methods’ limits as it is diffi-
cult to include more microblogs due to input length
restrictions. PASUM, on the other hand, leverages
global information through text graphs, enabling it
to achieve the most competitive results on average.

4.3. Ablation Study
To explore the effects of different pre-training tasks,
we conduct ablation studies and the results are re-
ported in Table 4. Removing either inter-user or
intra-user tasks will hurt the performance of social
media user modeling. This indicates that the dif-
ferences between different users and the diverse
aspects of the same user both are important.

4.4. Further Analysis
We further conduct an in-depth analysis to demon-
strate the effectiveness and efficiency of PASUM.

Impacts of the ratio of training data We fine-
tune PASUM and BERT-seq-contra on different ra-
tios of training data. As illustrated in Figure 3(a),
PASUM outperforms BERT on average when the ra-
tio is 0.1, and then the performance is close. This
may be due to the fact that BERT tends to over-
fit when the size of the dataset is small. Overall,
benefiting from the pre-training tasks, PASUM can
better capture structural information in social net-
works and use them for user modeling even though
the size of the training set is relatively small.

Impacts of the size of text graph We fine-tune
the pre-trained model on top of graphs of different
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Figure 3: (a) Average F1 of BERT-seq-contra and
PASUM on six tasks with different ratios of training
data. (b) Average F1 and Accuracy on six tasks
with different sizes of text graph.

Figure 4: (a) PCA visualization of user represen-
tations in the Gender dataset. (b) Display of key-
words and average the position of all male and
female users in the same space.

sizes and report the average performance on six
tasks. Figure 3(b) shows the effects of the size
of the text graph. Overall, as the scale of the text
graph increases, the performance of the model in-
creases, which shows that sufficient information
helps user modeling. However, the performance
drops slightly when using the full size of the text
graph, indicating that filtering nodes is still neces-
sary. In consideration of efficiency, among 500
nodes and 1,000 nodes with similar performance,
we selected 500 nodes as the report result. In addi-
tion, we found that even if each user only uses 300
nodes, the performance is still competitive, indicat-
ing that the 300 nodes obtained by using the full
amount of text information have largely represented
the user’s language habits. Experiments with differ-
ent text graph sizes illustrate the stability of PASUM
and can be applied to different scenarios.

Visualization We perform Principle Component
Analysis (PCA) on user representation on the gen-
der dataset. As shown in Figure 4(a), PASUM
can well separate users of different genders. In
Figure 4(b), we display the positions of keywords
and the central positions of male users and female
users, showing that ale users pay more attention to
sports and history, while female users are more in-
terested in beauty makeup and body management.

Model Params Time
BoW+MLP 11.79M 2min
TextGCN >60M 16min
BERT 110M 136min
ERNIE 110M 140min
PASUM 11.97M 4min

Table 5: The running time average of five runs(on
single GeForce RTX 3090Ti), rounded to minutes.

Model Accuracy Macro-F1
PASUM 52.57 39.97
Chinese-LLaMA(7B) 52.63 52.54
Baiuchuan2(7B) 50.03 33.7

Table 6: Results of LLMs and PASUM in cross-
platform zero-shot scenarios(average of 3 runs).

Efficiency Table 5 lists the scale of parameters
and time consumption of different models. Overall,
PASUM has a clear advantage in efficiency. Param-
eters of PASUM are much less than that of PLMs
and TextGCN. In terms of speed, PASUM is faster
than PLMs. Also, we construct a text graph for each
user, making it easier to parallelize than TextGCN.

Discussion on transferability of PASUM When
transferred to social media platforms such as
X/Twitter or Reddit, our pre-training strategies can
be easily adopted, since the following relationships
and different roles/domains of users can be found
in their social networks and profiles. If there is not
enough data from pre-training on the new platform,
i.e., the hard cold start situation, we can still use PA-
SUM trained on the Sina Weibo platform for direct
inference. Owing to similar user relationships and
language styles, PASUM is expected to report pos-
itive results on similar online social platforms. We
have tried to directly use Weibo-trained PASUM for
prediction on the Twitter user gender classification
dataset—Pan18 (Patra et al., 2018). The inference
results are reported in Table 6. The results show
that under the premise of a significantly smaller
parameter size compared to those of LLMs, PA-
SUM still achieved competitive results. Additionally,
PASUM can obtain a compressed user representa-
tion, while most decoder-only LLMs are designed
for generation but struggle to encode users.

5. Related Work

5.1. Social Media User Modeling
Research on social media user modeling mainly
focuses on how to represent users through their
digital traces. Previous approaches focus on text,
with the goal of mapping posts into representa-
tions to capture linguistic features in user-generated
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content. Early works (Schwartz et al., 2013; Now-
son and Oberlander, 2006) mainly explored fea-
ture engineering, which is time-consuming and
lacked scalability. In these methods, the bag-of-
words model (Yamada et al., 2019) combined with
pre-trained word vectors is often used to get fea-
tures, and user representations are then obtained
by aggregation functions such as averaging (Ben-
ton et al., 2016). With the popularity of deep mod-
els, CNN and RNN are also used for text model-
ing (Wood-Doughty et al., 2018; Huang and Carley,
2019). Subsequently, to make the transformer en-
coders applicable on user modeling, existing works
sample or adopt sliding windows on user blogs (Liu
et al., 2022) to meet the requirement of input length.

In addition to texts, social networks are further
incorporated to user modeling. Most works lever-
age social networks in a static way (Mishra et al.,
2018, 2019), and only a few works notice the dy-
namics of social networks (Del Tredici et al., 2019).
In terms of methodology, they follow a pattern of an
explicit combination of textual encoder and graph
encoder (Lu and Li, 2020; Mou et al., 2021). Al-
though performing well on target tasks, these meth-
ods are limited to the structure of training data. Dif-
ferently, we propose to inject structural signals in
pre-training, serving as a more flexible solution.

5.2. Pre-training for User Modeling
Pre-training on domain-specific data helps solve
downstream tasks in the corresponding domain.
Different from text pre-training (Liu et al., 2022;
Kawintiranon and Singh, 2022), we mainly focus on
pre-training on user-level tasks. Xiao et al. (2021)
introduce social relationship detection and attribute
prediction tasks in pre-training, but they only utilize
the static information of social networks. Mou et al.
(2023) propose to model political actors based on
their statements via pre-training, where they only in-
clude simple inter-user relations. Some works con-
struct authorship prediction task (Wu et al., 2020)
and contrastive learning tasks to help user mod-
eling (Rocca and Yarkoni, 2022). Different from
them, we aggregate all posts sent by a user, and
treat users as basic units to construct pre-training
tasks, providing a global view that can better reflect
users than a single sentence. Furthermore, we con-
struct inter-user and intra-user pre-training tasks
based on users’ social network relations, making
full use of social information of different levels.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a Pre-training Architec-
ture for Social Media User Modeling based on Text
Graph. We utilize text graphs to encode users and
construct self-supervised tasks to inject social in-

formation into the parameters of the user encoder.
We conduct comprehensive experiments on sev-
eral user profiling tasks and the results demonstrate
the superiority of our method.

7. Limitations

Our work proposes a Pre-training Architecture for
Social Media User Modeling based on Text Graph
and it is limited in two aspects. (1) On the few-shot
learning setting, our model performs mediocre due
to limitations in the number of parameters and the
amount of pre-trained data. If more data is avail-
able, deeper models can be trained to alleviate this
problem. (2) Our model mainly uses the structural
information in the social network for user modeling.
In the future, information such as user attributes
and user behaviors can be considered in the pre-
training framework.

8. Ethics Statement

8.1. Data Collection and Privacy
Our data collection is reasonable and legal, com-
plies with Sina Weibo’s terms of service and is
consistent with previous publications. Although
microblogs are public, when posting data, we will
share the anonymous data with encrypted user IDs
or blogs IDs to minimize privacy risks.

8.2. User Profiling
The attributes involved in the downstream user pro-
filing tasks we test are all reported by the users
themselves or publicly exhibited on Sina Weibo,
except the Depression dataset. Thus, the risk of
exposing users’ information that they hope to keep
secret is relatively low. Meanwhile, when using our
models for prediction, we suggest allowing users
to opt out from being the subjects of measurement.

8.3. Benefit and Potential Misuse
Intended Use The models developed in this work
can help social media platform constructors provide
better service to the users. For example, platforms
can recognize users of different interests and rec-
ommend related content or possible friends to them
and improve user experience.

Misuse potential Models sometimes predict in-
correctly and users may mistakenly take the pre-
diction as a golden rule. We encourage users to
check more sources or consult experts to reduce
the risk of being misled by a single source. When
publishing the model, we will attach descriptions
about our limitations and imperfect performance to
reduce the impact of misclassification.
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UserId 12345
Educations ["XX University; Department of Computer Science"]

Works ["XX Company; Programmer"]
Tags [programming, travel, food, otaku]

Table 7: Examples of user personal information.

Domain Keywords
Sports Sports, Basketball, NBA, CBA, ......
Age 70s,80s,90s,00s,85s,95s, ......
Life Tourism, Travel, Gourmet, Foodie, ......
Beauty Skin Care, Slimming, Dressing, ......
Military Affairs History, Soldiers, Military, Politics, ......
Entertainment Entertainment, Anime, Star, Actor, ......

Table 8: Keywords used to match users’ tags in the
pre-training phase.

Domain Keywords
Public Management Hospital, Civil Servant, Army, Government, PLA, ......
Education University, High School, Middle School, Student, ......
Technology Alibaba, Huawei, Taobao, Internet, Technology, ......
Finance Investment, Fund, Securities, Bank, Exchange, ......
Entertainment Culture, Media, Actors, Entertainers, ......

Table 9: Keywords are used to match users’ occu-
pations in downstream tasks.

A. Appendix: Implement details

A.1. Examples for user tags
On Sina Weibo, users can set tags for themselves
so that the system can recommend relevant content
and users for them. Tag information reflects the
user’s hobbies to a certain extent. Since tags are
filled in by users rather than given, we use statistical
methods to find the most commonly used tag types
and fields. We show information about a user in
pretraining data in Table 7.

A.2. Keywords used for constructing
dataset

In order to improve retrieval efficiency, we do not
use dynamic methods such as cosine similarity, but
use keyword matching methods.

Pre-training Dataset Construction As shown
in Table 8, we manually set keywords with high
frequency for each field to match the user’s tags.
The user will be classified into this field as long as
the relevant keywords are matched in the tag.

Downstream Dataset Construction As shown
in Table 9 and Table 10, we manually set some
keywords with high frequency for each occupation
and major to match the user’s occupation and ed-
ucation information. The user will be classified as
long as the relevant keywords are matched.
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Domain Keywords
Literature and History Literature, Chinese, Philosophy, Law, History, ......
Science and Engineering Computer, Information, Mathematics, Physics, ......
Economics and Management Economy, Management, Finance, Trade, Business, ......
Art Acting, Art, Music, Directing, Design, ......

Table 10: Keywords used to match users’ majors
in downstream tasks.

Phase Hyperparameter Value
10*Pre-training epoch 5

ratio for evaluate data 0.01
evaluation steps
batch size 1024 for inter-user; 256 for intra-user

maximum learning rate 1e-3
learning rate scheduler OneCycleLR

optimizer Adam
δinter 1
δintra 1

α 0.5
6*Fine-tuning epoch 50

learning rate 5e-5;1e-3
batch size 16

weight decay 0;1e-5
optimizer Adam
early stop 10

Table 11: Hyperparameters used in pre-training
and fine-tuning phases.

A.3. Hyperparameters used in
pre-training and fine-tuning

As shown in Table 11, we list the hyperparameters
used in pre-training and fine-tuning. We pre-trained
the model for 10 epochs, verified it every 5000 steps
with the TripletLoss function, and finally remain the
model with the lowest loss. The hyperparameters
are different on different downstream tasks, such
as learning rate and weight decay.
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